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INTRODUCTION 
In [5], Herstein shows that if x is an element of a ring R containing no 
nil ideals, and for each y E R there exists a positive integer n such that 
xy” = y’k, then x is in the center of A. Bergen and Herstein [ 1 ] extend this 
result to algebras over a field in the following way. Let R be an algebra 
over a field F such that R contains no ideals that consist only of elements 
algebraic over F. If x is an element of R, and for each y E R there exists a 
nonconstant polynomial pX, J t) E F[ t] such that xpX, J y) = pX, J y )x, then 
x is in the center of R. 
We consider algebras R over a commutative ring C. We do not assume 
that R contains a unit element. However, we assume that C has a unit 
element 1 and that lr = r for each r E R. For an ideal 1 of R, define A,(1) 
to be the set of elements x E R such that for each y E I there exists a monk 
polynomial of positive degree P,,~( t) E C[ t], such that XJP, Y( y) = pX,,( y )x. 
It is clear that A,(I) is a subring of R. The ring A,(R) is called the 
algebraic hypercenter of R (over C). We write AR(J) as A(I) when it is 
clear which algebra R is being considered. 
Throughout this paper, a polynomial is assumed to have degree greater 
than zero. 
An ideal I of R will be called a C-integral ideal or an ideal integral over 
C, if for each y E 1, there exists a monk polynomial p,(t) E C[t] such that 
p,(y) = 0. The ideal I will be called a C-algebraic ideal or dgebraic over C, 
if for each y E I there exists a polynomial p,(t) E C[t] that is not necessarily 
manic, such that p,(y) = 0. 
Suppose that B is a subalgebra of R. Then R is said to be C-integral over 
B, if for each x E R there exists a manic polynomial f,(t) E C[ t] such that 
f,(x) 6 B- 
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For the remainder of the introduction, let R be an algebra over a 
commutative ring C such that R contains no C-integral ideals. Let Z(R) 
denote the center of R. In Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5, we discuss the algebraic 
hypercenter of R. Using the above notation, Bergen and Herstein, [ 11, 
proved that if C-is a field, then A(R) = Z(R). This is not true, however, for 
all commutative rings C. Problems arise when R is C-algebraic and is a 
domain. In Section 2, we discuss the general case. We prove 
(1) A(R/M) = Z(R/M), where A4 is the (unique) maximal ideal with 
respect to the property of containing no nilpotent elements. Thus A(R) = 
Z(R) if R is prime with zero divisors. 
In Sections 3 and 4, we show that ,4(R) = Z(R) for certain types of 
commutative rings. In particular, we have 
(2) If Cz Q, the rational numbers, then A(R) = Z(R). 
(3) Let T= Z, the integers, or Z’[t], the polynomial ring over the 
field F, and let S be the quotient field of T. Suppose that Cc T[cr], where 
a ES, and R is also an algebra over S. Then A(R) = Z(R). (For example, 
if C=Z, and R=,Q, then A(R)=Z(R).) 
In Section 5, we look at some counterexamples. The proof of (3) involves 
an argument using valuations on C. The counterexamples especially 
illuminate what happens when this valuation argument fails. 
In Sections 6, 7, 8, and 9, we extend various related results of Bergen and 
Herstein [ 11. In Section 6, we examine what happens when R is algebraic 
over C, and C-integral over a subalgebra B. We use this information 
combined with the results in [l] to show the following. For the next three 
results, (4), (5), and (6), assume that R has no C-torsion and is C-integral 
over a subalgebra B and A,(Z) c Z(R) for each nonzero ideal Z of R. 
(4) If R is prime and if d is a derivation of R such that d(ax) = ad(x) 
for each CI E C and d(b) = 0 for each b E B, then R is a commutative integral 
domain of characteristic p # 0. 
(5) If R is prime and x is an algebra automorphism of R over C and 
x(x) = x for each x E B, then R is a commutative integral domain. 
(6) If C is a domain, K is the quotient field of C, BK is a division 
ring, and BK # RK, then RK is a field. 
For the next result, assume that R and C satisfy the hypothesis of either 
(2) or (3). 
(7) If for each pair of elements x and y of R there exists manic 
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polynomials px, ,(t) and qx,(t), both contained in C[t], such that 
P,,,(X) cJ.d = qx,Jy) Pi,,, then R is commutative. 
Note that the above four results are proved in Cl] for the case when C 
is a field. 
1. AN INVARIANCE THEOREM 
The following modification of a theorem of Herstein [6] is used 
throughout the paper. The following notation is needed. If R is an algebra 
over a commutative domain D, such that R has no D-torsion, and K is the 
quotient field of D, then RK will denote the ring (rd-’ / r E R, d E D>. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a prime ring such that RK contains a nontrivial 
idempotent, where K is the quotient field of Z, the center of R. Suppose that 
AisasubringofRsuchthat(l+s)A(l+s)~’cAforeachs~Rsuchthat 
s2 = 0. Then A is contained in Z, or A contains a nontrivial ideal I of R, or 
RK is the ring of all two-by-two matrices over 25,. 
Proof 1.1. This is proved in [6] for the case where R contains an 
idempotent. If es RK is an idempotent, then see R for some nonzero 
element cx E 2. The same proof used in [6] works for the above theorem, 
where the element ale is used instead of an idempotent of R. 1 
The sets (1 -i-s) A(R)(l +s)-’ and (1 +s) R(l +s)-l make sense even 
when R does not contain a unit element. Since s2 =O, we may formally 
define (1 + s) - ’ as (1 - s). Then for each b E R+ we may formally define 
(1 t-s) b(1 -?-s)-’ as b+bs-sb-sbs which is also an element of R. 
We show that Theorem 1.1 may be applied to the subring A(R) of a 
prime algebra R over a commutative ring C provided that R contains 
nonnilpatent zero divisors that are algebraic over C. 
Note that for an algebra R over a commutative ring C we have 
(1 +s) A(R)(l +s)-’ c A(R) for each element SE R such that s*=O. This 
follows immediately from the fact that R = (1-t s) R( 1 + s) - ’ and the 
definition of the algebraic hypercenter. 
Note also that if R is a prime algebra over a commutative.ring C with 
quotient field K, such that R has no C-torsion and R contains a nonnilpo- 
tent zero divisor y that is algebraic over C, then RK contains a nontrivial 
idempotent. For let q(t) be a polynomial in C[t] of minimal degree such 
that q(y) = 0. The constant term of q(t) is zero because y is a zero divisor. 
Hence q(t) = tk + ‘j-(t) - j3tk for some positive integer k where p is a nonzero 
element of C and f(t)EC[t]. So yk+l(f(y)p-l)= yk and by the proof of 
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[4, Lemma 1.3.2, p. 223, e = y”(f(y)P-‘)k is an idempotent not equal to 
zero or one. Therefore; if R contains a nonnilpotent zero divisor algebraic 
over C, then RK contains a nontrivial idempotent. 
2. THE GENERAL CASE 
Throughout this section, let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C 
such that R has no C-integral ideals. Using arguments similar to [ 1, 
Sect. 11, it is possible to reduce to the case where R is a prime ring. Choose 
x E R not integral over C, and consider the ideal P, which is maximal with 
respect to exclusion of the multiplicative set S= (f(x) ) all nonzero manic 
polynomials f(t) E C[ t] }. S’ mce x is not integral, S does not contain zero, 
and thus P, is a nonzero prime ideal. Let i? = R/P,. Note that for a 
nonzero ideal I of ir, there exists a manic polynomial pi(t) E C[ t] such that 
pi(%) ~1 The intersection n P, as x runs through all the non-C-integral 
elements is an integral ideal of R, hence is zero. So if A(R), the image of 
A(R) in R, is contained in Z(R) for all P,, then clearly A(R) c Z(R). Since 
A(R) CA(R), to show that A(R)cZ(R), it would be sufficient to show 
that A(R) c Z(R) for all P,. Hence it is natural to consider the ring R. 
Note that R is also an algebra over C. We may define a homorphism of C 
into the centroid of R by sending an element CI of C to the endomorphism - - E of R such that N(Y) = a?. Consider the commutative ring C = E(C). We 
may consider R as an algebra over C. Clearly the algebraic hypercenter of 
R considered as an algebra over C is a subset of A(a) considered as an 
algebra over C. Note that since R is prime, the ring C is a domain and R 
has no C-torsion. Thus, in this section we assume that R is a prime algebra 
over a commutative domain C with no C-integral ideals and with no 
C-torsion such that there exists an element x E R not integral over C with 
the following property. For each nonzero ideal I of R, there exists a manic 
polynomial pl( t) E C[ t] such that pi(x) E I. 
As in [l, Lemma 1.31, we have the following lemma concerning zero 
divisors in R. 
LEMMA 2.1. If H is an ideal of R such that H = A(H): then all zero 
divisors in R are integral over C. 
ProoJ If R = H, then the argument is the same as for [ 1, Lemma 1.31, 
where here we consider non-C-integral elements instead of transcendental 
elements. 
Assume H is a nonzero ideal of R such that H = A(H). It follows that 
A(CH) = CH, so without loss of generality, we may assume that CHc H. 
We can show that every nonzero ideal L of H contains a nonzero ideal of 
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R. Since R is prime, RLR is a nonzero ideal of R. Thus HRLR and hence 
HRLRH are also nonzero ideals of R. Now H is an ideal of R, so 
HRLRH c HLH c L. Hence L contains the nonzero ideal HLH of R. It 
follows that H is a prime algebra over C and for each nonzero ideal’L of 
R, there exists a manic polynomial pL(t) E C[t] such that p,(x) EL. Note 
that x is not necessarily an element of H. However, the argument of [I, 
Lemma 1.31 still works here where again we consider non-C-integral 
elements instead of transcendental elements, we replace R by H in the 
proof, and we use the element x in the larger ring R. i 
Recall that C is a domain and R has no C-torsion. Thus, we may 
consider the algebra RK= (rc~-’ /YE R, CI E C} over K, where K is the 
quotient field of C. Note that A(R) is a subset of A(RX), the algebraic 
hypercenter of RK, where RK is considered as an algebra over K. So if RK 
contains no ideals algebraic over K, and is itself not algebraic over K, then 
by [1, Theorem 1.61, since K is a field, A(RK)= Z(RK). Now Z(RK)n 
R= Z(R), and it follows that A(R) =Z(R). So we may assume that RK 
contains an ideal, (not necessarily proper), which is K-algebraic, and hence 
C-algebraic (but not C-integral). 
We have the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. If RK contains a proper nonzero ideal I algebraic over C 
then A(R) = Z(R). 
Prooj We may assume that I is not a nil ideal, otherwise 0 #In R 
would be nil and hence a C-integral ideal of R. Now I is algebraic over K, 
so if a E I, then aOan + . . . + CI, = 0 for some aO, . . . . OL, E C with a, # 0. Thus 
either a is zero divisor, or a, # 0 and a is invertible in RK. Since I is a 
proper ideal of RK, it follows that I consists entirely of zero divisors. So I 
contains nonnilpotent zero divisors. Hence RK contains an idempotent 
e* =e, where e#O, 1. Apply Theorem 1.1 to the subring A(R) of R. Thus 
A(R) c Z(R), or A(R) contains a nonzero ideal H of R. (Note that R is not 
C-integral, so RK is not the two-by-two matrices over Z,.) The former is 
the desired result, so we assume that A(R) contains a nonzero ideal H of 
R and obtain a contradiction. 
Let J= In R # 0 and consider the ideal H n J of R. Since R is prime, 
Hn Jf 0. Because Hn Jc HcA(R), we have A(Hn J)= Hn J. Thus, by 
Lemma 2.1, each zero divisor of H n J is integral over C. Now H n Jc P 
and I consist entirely of zero divisors. Therefore Hn J is a C-integral ideal 
of R, ,a contradiction which proves the lemma. 1 
We now consider the case where RK is simple and algebraic over K. 
LEMMA 2.3. suppose that RK is simple, algebraic ouer C and is not a 
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domain. Then R contains a nonnilpotent zero divisor and RK contains a 
nontrivial idempotent. 
ProoJ: If R contains a nonnilpotent zero divisor, then RK must contain 
a nontrivial idempotent. So we only need to show that R contains a 
nonnilpotent zero divisor. 
Assume that all the zero divisors contained in R are nilpotent. Let S be 
the set of zero divisors of R. We show that S is a nil ideal of R which is 
therefore C-integral. This will contradict our assumptions bn R. Now S 
contains nonzero elements since RK, and hence R, is not a domain. 
Suppose that y is a nonzero element of S. Then there exists a positive 
integer n such that y”- ’ # 0 and y” = 0. It follows that for r E R both ry and 
yr are zero divisors hence are elements of S. Thus to show that S is an ideal 
of R, it is sufficient to show that S is closed under addition. 
Again, assume that y E S such that y” = 0. Suppose that a is a nonzero 
element of C such that y-t a is contained in R. Then (y -t cr)(a”-’ - a’-‘~ 
- . . . - (yy n-2 - yn-1)=,-1 which is a nonzero element of R since a is 
a nonzero element of R n C. Furthermore, since R has no C-torsion, we 
have that un- ’ is not a zero divisor of R. Therefore (y + a) is not a zero 
divisor. 
Now assume that both y and z are elements of S. We show that y + z is 
also contained in S. Since RK is algebraic over C, there exist elements a,, 
a, 2 -.., a, contained in C such that a,( y + z)” + . . . + a,(y + z) + a, = 0, 
where a, # 0. Furthermore, we may assume that m is the smallest positive 
integer such that such an equation exists. We may expand each of the 
products (y + z)~ in the above equation. We obtain a new equation 
where each term except CI~ ends in y or z. Thus there exist elements r 
and s in R such that ry+sz+ a, = 0. Note that both ry and sz are zero 
divisors, and hence are nilpotent. Now -ry = sz + a,. Since -ry is 
nilpotent, sz+ txO must be nilpotent. By the previous paragraph, the 
element ~1~ of C must equal zero. Since m is minimal, we have that 
(y+z)[a,(y+z)“-r+-..+cll]=O and a,(y+z)“-‘+...+a,#O. 
Therefore y + z is a zero divisor and an element of S. 
We have shown that S is an ideal of R. Since all the zero divisors are 
nilpotent, S must be a nil ideal and is therefore C-integral. This contra- 
diction proves the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that RK is simple, algebraic over C, and is not a 
domain. Then A(R) = Z(R). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 2.3, RK contains a nontrivial idempotent. By 
Theorem 1.1, we have A(R) = Z(R) or A(R) 1 Z where Z is a nonzero ideal 
of R. The former is the desired result, so we may assume the latter. 
Since Zc A(R), we have A(Z) = Z. Note that if h E A(R), so is ah for any 
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a E C. Thus we may assume that CZc Z. By Lemma 2.1, all the zero divisors 
of Z are C-integral. Since Z cannot be C-integral, Z must contain an element 
y which is not a zero divisor. Now RK is algebraic over C, so there exist 
p, pl, &, . . . . j3, in C such that j?,y” + ... + p1 y+/3= 0, where /I, $0. 
Since y is not a zero divisor, we may assume that @ # 0. Now y EZ and 
CZc & hence fl is a nonzero element of In C. Therefore IT PR. It follows 
that we may choose a nonzero element 01 of C such that ae EZ. We show 
that crZ is an integral ideal of R, which is a contradiction. 
Let a = ae. Then a # 0, a #a, and a2 = ala. If u E Z is C-integral, then olzc 
is C-integral, so assume that UEZ is not C-integral. Since A(Z) =Z, there 
exists a manic polynomial p(t) E C[t] such that p(u)a = ap(u). We must 
have p(u)a # 0, otherwise p(u) is a zero divisor, hence is C-integral which 
implies that M is C-integral. Note that (p(u)a)(a - CX) = 0, and thus p(u)a is 
a zero divisor. Therefore p(u)a is integral, say 
n-i 
Jo %(P(ub)“-i = 0, 
where CL~ = 1, and a,, . . . . a,_ 1 E C. (The constant term is zero because p(u)a 
is a zero divisor.) Using the identity a2 = era, we may simplify the above to 
n-1 
( 
n-l 
c &(p(~))n--i~--‘a= Jo ajd-‘-‘(p(u))“-’ a=o. 
i=O ) 
Writing p(u) = ZP + /I1 LP-’ + ... + pm, where PI, . . . . /I, E C, we get 
( 
n-1 
j50 CliCln-i-l(Um+BIUm-l+ . . . +p,)“-j > 
a=O. 
Now m > 1, so mn -n + 13 0. Multiply the above by a”+‘+ ’ to get 
( 
n-1 
i;. clia 
~~--i(~~+pl.~-l+ . . . +/3,)-i 
1 
a=(). 
Since giamn-‘(um + plum--l + . . . + a,)n-i = ~i~mn--i(&n-i) + lower 
degree terms) and m(n- i) <mn- i for O< i<n- 1, we can write the 
above as a manic polynomial in tlu with leading term (cxzA)~~. Call this 
manic polynomial q(t) E C[t]. Then g(olu)a = 0, and hence q(w) is a zera 
divisor. Thus q(m) is C-integral. So CIU is C-integral, and al is a C-integral 
ideal. This is a contradiction. Therefore A(R) = Z(R). i 
The next question to ask is whether A(R) = Z(R) when RK is a simple 
domain algebraic over C. Unfortunately, this is not always true; counter- 
examples are presented in Section 5. In Sections 3 and 4, we look at types 
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of commutative rings for which A(R) = Z(R). Here, we sum up what we 
can say when we make no assumptions on C. 
Let us return to our initial assumptions on R. In particular, let R be an 
algebra over a commutative ring C such that R has no C-integral ideals. 
We have shown that if R/P, is not a domain algebraic over C, then 
A(R/P,) = Z(R/P,). Thus A(R/P,) = Z(RfP,) for all P, such that R/P, is 
not a domain. Let M be an ideal of R maximal with respect o the property 
of containing no nonzero nilpotent elements. Note that M can also be 
defined as an ideal maximal with respect to the property of containing no 
nonzero elements of square zero. 
For an ideal Z of R, define Ann Z= (YE RI yZ= 0). Since R has no 
C-integral ideals, R has no nilpotent ideals. Now ((Ann Z)Z)’ = 0, and 
hence (Ann Z)Z= 0. Thus for an ideal Z of R, we have Ann Z= 
{~ER(~Z=O}={JER~Z~=O}. 
We have the following. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C such that 
R has no C-integral ideals. Then M = n P,, where x runs over the non- 
C-integral elements such that R/Px is not a domain, and A(RjM) = Z(R/M). 
Thus M is unique. Furthermore, if R is also a prime algebra containing zero 
divisors, then M = 0 and A(R) = Z(R). 
ProoJ Let T be the ideal of R generated by all the nilpotent elements 
of R. We first show that Ann M contains the ideal T. If a is nilpotent, then 
ak = 0 for some integer k > 0. Hence aMak-’ c M and is nilpotent. By the 
definition of M, we have aMak- ’ = 0. Thus aMakM2 c M and is nilpotent. 
Again, we have aMak - 2 = 0. B y induction, aMa c M is nilpotent, and 
hence aMa = 0. So (aM)* = 0. Thus RaRM is a nilpotent ideal. Clearly a 
nilpotent ideal is C-integral. Therefore RaRM= 0 and a E Ann M. It 
follows that T c Ann M. 
We now show that Ann(Ann M) = { y E R 1 y(Ann M) = 0} = M. 
Suppose N= Ann(Ann M) 2 M. Then there is a nilpotent element a #O 
in N. Thus a E N n Ann M. Now (N n Ann M)’ = 0, but R has no nilpotent 
ideals, so N n Ann M = 0. Thus a = 0 and Ann(Ann M) = M. 
Let S be the set of nilpotent elements of R. Note that the ideal generated 
by S is T. Suppose that S $ P, for some x not integral over C. Now P, 
is a prime ideal. Also S c Tc Ann M, and (Ann M)M = 0. It follows that 
Mc P,. Thus Mc fl P, = Z, where x runs over the non-C-integral 
elements of R such that S $ P,. 
We claim that M=Z. (Note that this implies that M is unique.) Let 
J= n P, where x runs over the non-C-integral elements of R such that 
S c P,. Then ZJc 0 P, = 0, where x runs over all non-C-integral elements 
because R has no C-integral ideals. So IS = 0 since S c J. Hence IT= 0 
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because S generates T. Also Tc Ann M, and thus Ann TI M. All the 
nilpotent elements are in T, and (Ann Tn T)’ = 0 implies that 
(Ann Tn 7’) = 0. So Ann T contains no nilpotent elements and contains 
the ideal M. Therefore M c 1 c Ann T = M. Hence M = I= n P,, where x 
runs over all the non-C-integral elements uch that P, f, S. 
Now if S $ P,, then R/P, contains nilpotent elements. Hence RIP, is 
not a domain. Furthermore, if R/P, is not a domain, we can show that 
S $ P,. Suppose that S c P, and RIP, is not a domain. Since P, is a 
prime ideal, and R/P, is not a domain, R contains an element zk 4 P, such 
that u2 E P,. Because S c P,, it follows that Tc P,. Hence M= Ann TZ 
Ann P,. Let n E Ann P,. Then nu2 = 0, so (unu)’ = 0. But unu E M and is 
nilpotent, so wzu =O. Then (un)” = (~z.J)~ = 0, and both UIZ and nu are 
elements of M. Hence un = izu = 0. Thus u E Ann(Ann P,) = P, because B, 
is a prime ideal, This is a contradiction. Therefore R/P, is not a domain if 
and only if S $ P,. 
It now follows that M = n P, where x runs over the non-C-integral 
elements such that R/PX is not a domain. By Lemmas 2.2, and 2.4, 
A(R/P,)=Z(R/P,) when R/PX is not a domain. Therefore A(R/M) = 
Z(R/M) by the argument which reduces to the prime case. 
If R is prime with zero divisors, then R has nonzero nilpotent elements, 
and so Ann M J: 0. Thus, in this case, (Ann M) M = 0 implies that A4 = 0. 
It now follows from the preceding paragraph that A(R) = Z(R). 1 
3. THE RING C CONTAINS THE RATIONAL NUMBERS 
Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C such that R has no 
C-integral ideals. In this section we show that if C contains a copy of the 
rational numbers, Q, then A(R) = Z(R). 
Again, we may reduce to the case where R is a prime algebra over a 
commutative domain C with no C-integral ideals and no C-torsion. Note 
that if C =I Q, then when we reduce to the prime case, the image of C in 
the centroid of R also contains Q. This follows from the fact that ir = Y for 
all r E R and that Q is a field. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, we need only con- 
sider the case where R is a domain and an algebra over the commutative 
domain C with no C-torsion such that RK is algebraic over K where M is 
the quotient field of C. 
The following lemma is needed in this section and in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C. Suppose 
that R is a domain with no C-torsion, and RK is a division ring, where K is 
the quotient field of C. Then either A(R) = Z(R), or for each r E R there 
exists an M, E C such that r E A,(a,R). 
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ProoJ: Assume that A(R) #Z(R). If r E Z(R), then we may let IX, = 1. So 
assume that r$Z(R). There are two cases to consider: r$C,(A(R)) = 
(y~RJya-ay=O for all aeA(R)} an rE C,(A(R)). Assume first that d 
r 4 GMR)). 
Now RK is a division ring, so we can find elements  and t of R such 
that rs = sr =/I E C and (1 + r) t = t( 1 + r) = y E C. (Note that r $Z(R), so 
r# -1 and r#O. Hence p#O and r#O.) We may think of s as fir-’ and 
t as y( 1 + r)-l, where r-l and (1 + r)-l are elements of RK. 
We show that rA,(R)scA,(PR) and (1 +r)A.(R)tcA.(yR). Suppose 
that XEA(R) and y E R. There exists a manic polynomial p(t) E C[t] 
such that xp(syr) = p(syr)x. Now p(syr) = p( /Ir-‘yr) = r-‘p( By)r. So 
xr-‘p( /?y)r = r-‘p( by) rx. Thus (rxs) p( py) = p( /?y) rxs. Therefore rxs E 
AR( PR) since y E R was arbitrary. Because x E A(R) was chosen arbitrarily, 
we have rA(R)s c AR( PR). A similar argument shows that (1 + r) A(R) t c 
A,(yR). (Note that 1 + r is not necessarily an element of R. However, 
(l+r)ytisanelementofRforanyyER.) 
Recall the assumption that r # C,(A(R)). (The following argument 
is due to Brauer [2], and is used throughout this paper.) Choose 
b,eA(R) such that rb,#b,r. Let b=&b,. Now rbr-‘=ryb,sEA,(/?R). 
Similarly, (1 + r) b(1 + r)-’ = (1 + r) pb, t E A,(yR). Set bz = rbr-’ and 
b3=(1+r)b(l+r)-‘. So rb=b,r and (l+r)b=b,(l+r). Thus b= 
b3 + b,r - rb = b, + (b, - b,)r. Now if b, = b2, then b = b3 and rb = br. By 
choice of b, we have rb # br, hence b3 - b2 # 0. For any y E /3yR, there exists 
a manic polynomial p(t) E C[t] such that b, b,, and b, each commute with 
p(y). Therefore (b, - b,)(rp(y) - p( y)r) = 0. Since b3 # b2 and R is a 
domain, rp(y) - p(y)r = 0. Thus r EA~( fi?R). So if r # C,(A(R)), then 
reA,(cr,R), where a,=py. 
Since by assumption A(R) # Z(R), we may fix r E R such that 
r $ C,(A(R)). Suppose that z E C,(A(R)). Then there exists elements a, and 
u r+z of C such that r+zEAR(a,+, R) and reA,(a,R). Thus both r and 
r + z are contained in AR(ar~,+, R). Therefore z E Z,(a,R), where a, = 
%Ur+*. I 
Remark 3.2. Since A,(yR) c AR( /?yR) for any y # 0 and /I # 0 in C, it 
follows that for any finite set of elements yl, . . . . yn E R, there exists a 
nonzero element a in C such that yi E A,(aR) for 1< id n. 
For the remainder of the section, assume that C contains the rational 
numbers Q. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be an algebra over C such that C 3 Q and R is a 
domain with no C-torsion that is algebraic over C. Then for each u E C, the 
ring A,,(crR) is either commutative or integral over C. 
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Proof Fix UE C, and set A = A,,(crR). Let B be the set of non-C- 
integral elements contained in A. Assume that B is nonempty. We show 
that A is commutative. 
Suppose that Bc Z(A). Choose b E B. If UE A\& then a is C-integral. 
Since ba = ab and b is not C-integral, a + b is not C-integral. Hence both 
b and a + b are elements of B, and thus, both are contained in Z(A). There- 
fore a E Z(A). So B c Z(A) implies that A is commutative. Thus, we may 
assume B g Z(A). 
Let b E B be a noncentral element of A. Choose a E A such that ab # ba. 
We may assume a is C-integral by replacing a with ya for suitable y E C. Let 
S be the subring C(a, b) of A. Now S c A = A,,(aR), so there exists a 
manic polynomial f(t) E C[t] such that af(b) =f(b)a. Thus f(b) E Z(S), 
and f(b) is not C-integral because b is not C-integral. Set f(b) = d, and let 
r be the integral degree of a over C. (In other words, the manic polynomial 
p(t) E C[t] of smallest degree such that p(a) = 0 has degree r.) 
Consider the set of elements of A: {d+ a, d2 $ a, . . . , d’-’ + a}. Since a 
and b are in A, there exists a manic polynomial g(l) E C[r] such that for 
1~ i < r - 1, both a and b commute with g(d’ + a). Therefore g(d’ + a) lies 
in Z(S) for ldidr-1. If g(t)=t”+a,t”-“+ ... +a,_,t then for 
l<i<r-1 
g(d’+a)=(d’+a)“+a,(d’+a)“-l-t- ... +cc,-,(d’+aa)~Z(S). 
Now a is integral over C of degree r, so ur E C+ Cu + . . . + Car- I. Thus 
(3.1) can be written as 
where p,,i(d”) = nl,j dicmpi) + lower degree terms, and the n,, j are positive 
integers for 0 <j< r - 1. (This follows from the fact that (d” + u)~ = 
ci”= 0 ‘l,j ditm-j’uj for appropriate positive integers n,,j, where 0 < j<rrr.) 
Since dE Z(S), it follows that for 1 < i < r - 1 
p,,,(d’b + PI, #‘)a* f ... +p+ I(di E Z(S). 
Setpi,j(d)=p,,j(dl)for l<i<r-1 and ldj<r-1. Setpi,j(d)=Ofor 
j>r-1 and pl,j(d)=O for i>r--1. Define pi.j(d) inductively on k, for 
k> 1, i> 1, andj3 1, as 
Now n,,j is the leading coefficient of the polynomial &(d). Define ylk,, 
for k> 1 and j> 1 inductively on k as follows: nk,j=nk-l,r-k+lnk-l.j. 
Note that nk,i is a positive integer for k 3 1 and j>, 1. 
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Set s( 1, j, i) = i(m - j). For k > 1 define 
[ 
k-l 
s(k,j,i)= c (2”-1(i+(k-1-n))+(n-1)2”-2)(m-r+k-n) 
n=l 1 
+(i+k-l)(m-j). 
We have the following. 
Claim. (l)&(d)=0 for i>r-k. 
(2) &(d)=O forj>r-k. 
(3) ~k,~(d) = nk, j ds(k,j*i) -I- lower degree terms for 1 d i< r -k and 
l<j<r-k. 
(4) ~,‘:,k&(d)ai~Z(S) for l<i<r-k. 
Proof of Claim. The claim is clearly true for k = 1. Assume the claim is 
true for m d k - 1. The proofs for (1) and (2) follow immediately from (3.2) 
and the induction hypothesis. 
For the proof of (3), note that 
Ph,jtd)=Pi-l,r-ktl Cd) p~~ll,j(d)-p~~;t~-k+l(d) Pi-l,jCd) 
=nk--,r--+tnk_I,j(df’-df2)+ terms ofdegree less than max(t,, t2) 
=n k, j (d” - df2) + terms of degree lower than max( tr , t2), 
where t, =s(k- 1, r-k+ 1, i)+s(k- l,j, i+ 1) and t,=s(k- 1, r-k+ 1, 
i+ l)+s(k- l,j, i). 
Now 
k-2 
t,= 
[ 
c (2”-l(i+k- - 2 n)+(n-1)2~-2)(m-r+k-l-n) 
n=l 1 
+(i+k-2)(m-r+k-1) 
[ 
k-2 
+ n;l (2”-‘(i+k-l-n)+(n-1)2”-*)(m-r+k-1-n) 
1 
+(i+k-i)(m-j) 
[ 
k-2 
= 1 (2”(i+k-2- n)+2”-‘+(n-1)2”-1)(m-r+k-1-n) 
n=l 1 
+(i+k-2)(m-r+k-l)+(i+k-l)(m-j) 
= 
[ 
k-1 
c (2”-‘(i+k- - 1 n)+(n-1)2”-2)(m-r+k-n) 
n=l 1 
+ (i+k- l)(m-j) 
= s(k, j, i). 
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Similarly, 
L 
k-2 
t,= c (2”-‘(i+k-1-n)+(n-1)2”-2)(m-r+k-1-n) 
?I=1 1 
+(i+k-l)(m-rfk-1) 
c 
k-2 
+ n;r (2”-‘(i+k-2-n)+(n-1)2”-2)(m-r+k-l-rz) 
1 
+(i+k-2)(m-j) 
! 
k-2 
= c (2”(i$k-2- n)+2”-‘+(n-1)2”-‘)(m-r+k-1-n) 
n=l 
+(i-tk-l)(m-r+k-l)(i+k-2)(m-j) 
L 
k-l 
= c (2”-‘(i+k- - 1 n)+(n-1)2”-2)(m-r+k-~) 
n=l 1 
+(i+k-2)(m-j)+(m-r+k-1) 
=s(k,j,i)-(m-j)+(m-r+k-1). 
So t, - t, = (m - j) - (m - r + k - 1) > 0 for 1 d j < Y - k. Therefore 
~h,~(d) = nk,i d” -I- lower degree terms, where t, =s(k, j, i). 
We now prove (4). By induction on k for 1~ i < r-k, 
r-k+1 r-k+1 
j;l p,c?~Jdb’~ Z(W and jgl PLl,jtd)a’EZfS)* 
Multiplying the former sum by ph-l,,-k+I(d), and the latter sum by 
if1 pk--l,rpk+I(d), and taking the difference of the two sums yields 
r-k+1 
1 dc,jt4a’~ Z(S) 
j=l 
for 1 <i<r--k. By (2), we havepi,l_,+,(d)=O. 
r-k 
,F; PEL,j(d)ajEZt') 
for 1 didr-k. 
Hence 
We are now ready to finish the proof of Lemma 3.3. By the claim, setting 
k=r-1, we havepf-,,,(d)aEZ(S), wherep,‘-,,,(d)=nd”+lowerdegree 
terms, s=s(r-1, 1, l), and n=n,-,,,. Note that both s and rz are positive 
integers. Let h(t) = (l/n) pj- 1, I(t) which is a manic polynomial in C[tj 
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since Q c C. So ham Z(S). Now d is not integral over C, so h(d) #O. 
Also dEZ(S), hence h(d)EZ(S). Because R is a domain, it follows that 
UE Z(S) which contradicts the choice of a. Thus the nonempty set B of 
non-C-integral elements of A must be in Z(A), which implies that A is 
commutative. 1 
We are now ready to prove: 
YFHEOREM 3.4. Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C such that 
R contains no C-integral ideals. Suppose that C contains Q, the rational 
numbers. Then A(R) = Z(R). 
ProoJ As remarked earlier, using the results of Section 2, we may 
assume that R is a domain with no C-torsion algebraic over C. 
Assume that A(R) # Z(R). We show that this forces R to be com- 
mutative, and thus prove the theorem. Let a and b be elements of R, and 
suppose that b is not C-integral. By Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2, there 
exists an a E C such that both a and b are contained in A,(aR). Therefore 
au and ab are elements of A,(aR) n aR = A,,(aR). Write A = A,,(aR). Let 
L be the quotient field of C[b]. Now the integral closure of C in L is just 
the intersection of all the valuation rings of L which contain C [S, 
Theorem 6, p. 151. Since b is not integral over C, there exists a valuation 
V on L such that V is nonnegative on C and V(b) < 0. So V(crb’) < 0 for 
i large enough, and hence ab’ is not integral over C. Hence ab’ is a non-C- 
integral element of A, and so A is not integral over C. By Lemma 3.3, 
A = A,,(aR) is commutative. Hence era and ab ‘commute. It immediately 
follows that ab = ba. Since a may be chosen arbitrarily, b E Z(R). Let B be 
the set of elements of R that are not C-integral. By the preceding argument, 
B c Z(R). Using the argument at the beginning of Lemma 3.3, we get that 
R is commutative. 1 
4. A VALUATION ARGUMENT 
Throughout this section, we make the following assumptions. Let R be 
an algebra over a commutative ring C. Let T be either Z, the integers, or 
the polynomial ring F[t], where F is a field. Let S be the quotient field of 
T. Assume that C is contained in a subring of S finitely generated over T, 
and that R can be considered as an algebra over S. In other words, 
Cc T[cx], where a E S, and SR c R. Note that since lr = r for r E R and R 
is an algebra over the field S, it follows that R cannot have any C-torsion. 
We show that if R contains no C-integral ideals, then A(R) = Z(R). For 
example, if C=Z and RxQ, or C=F[t] and RzF(t), and R has no 
C-integral ideals, then A(R) = Z(R). 
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LEMMA 4.1. lf R is a domain algebraic over C, then for each b E A(R) 
and for each non-C-integral element dE R, there exists a positive integer II 
such that dPnb - bdPn = 0, where p is the characteristic of C. 
Proof. We may assume that b I$ Z(R). Let dE R be a non-C-integral 
element, Define the centralizer of b in R, denote C,(b), to be the set 
(r E R 1 rb - br = 0). Set B = S[d] n C,(b). Consider the commutative 
domains C, B, and S[d], and their respective quotient fields K, L, and M. 
Note that CcBcS[d] and KcLcM. 
If L = M, then d= UV-‘, where v # 0, and both u and v are elements of 
B=S[d]nC,(b). So v(db-bd)=ub-bu=O. Since v#O and R is a 
domain, db - bd = 0. 
We may thus assume that L c M. Furthermore, we may assume that L 
is not a finite field; otherwise R is commutative [4, Theorem 3.1.1, p. 70-J. 
Suppose that M is not purely inseparable over L. This leads to a contra- 
diction. By 171, there exist infinitely many valuations VP on L that extend 
to two distinct discrete valuations V,, and VP, on M. Given CI E S c L, there 
are only a finite number of valuations that are nonzero on CI [23, 
Corollary 3, p. 421. Thus we may choose a valuation V on L such that 
(1) V is nonnegative on 7’[~], and hence on C, and 
(2) V extends to two (distinct) discrete valuations V, and V, on M. 
Now R is algebraic over C and C c T[a] c S, so M, the quotient field 
of S[d], is algebraic over S. It follows that V is not the trivial valuation 
on S, otherwise both V, and V2 would be the trivial valuations on M. So 
the valuation V restricted to S is a p-adic valuation, where p is a prime 
number if T = Z, and p is an irreducible polynomial in t if T= F[t]. Thus 
there exists e E S such that V(e) < 0. 
Choose y E M such that V,(y) # V,(y). Now y = UV-l, where u and u # 0 
are contained in S[d]. So V,(u) - V,(v) # V,(u) - V,(v). Thus V, # V2 on 
S[d], and we may assume that y E S[d]. Now if V,(d) # VZ(d), then we 
may assume y = d. Otherwise replace y by yd. In either case, V,(y) f V,(y), 
and now y E R because d E R and SR c R. Choose n large enough such that 
V,(e”y)=nV(e)+ Vi(y)<0 for i=1,2. Let x=e”y. Note that enyE 
because e E S. 
Since b E A(R), there exists a manic polynomial f(t) = f” + A1 t” - ’ + . . . 
+ ;1, _ 1 t, where jl, , . . . . 1,_ r E C, such that f(x) E B. So there is a fi E 
such that x”+n;x”-“+ ... +&-r~=p. Now V,(b)= VZ(/Q= V(b) 
because fi E B c L. Also, for 1 d j < m - 1, we have ,$ E C. Hence V,(5) = 
V,(;l,)=V(&) and V(aj)&O for ldj<m-1. Recall that Vi(x)<& 
Hence for i=l and i=2, we have Vi(~n+;ll~n-i+ ... t&-ix)== 
min{V,(S)+(r-j) Vi(x)}=nVi(x). But x”+A1xn-‘+ ... +&Pl~= -8. 
481/135/2-2 
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Thus nV,(x) = V(p) = nV,(x) and V,(x) = V*(x), contradicting the choice 
of x. 
Therefore M is purely inseparable over L. Hence dp” E L for some n 
where p is the characteristic of C. So there exist elements u and v #O 
contained in B such that d”= uv-r. Then v(dP”b- bdP”)=ub- bu=O. 
Now v # 0; hence d@‘b - bdP” = 0. 1 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C such that 
R has no C-integral ideals. Let T= Z, the integers, or F[t], the polynomial 
ring in one variable t over a field F. Let S be the quotient field of T. If 
Cc T[u], where a E S, and SR c R, then A(R) = Z(R). 
ProoJ Assume that Cc T[a], where a E S, and that SR c R. Let I be 
a proper ideal of R. The image of S in the centroid of R/I is a 
homomorphic image of S. Since S is a field and IF= r for 7~ R/I, it follows 
that the image of S in R/I is just S. Since Cc S, the image of C in the 
centroid of R/I is isomorphic to C. Thus, by the results of Section 2, we 
may assume that R is a domain with no C-torsion algebraic over C. We 
show that A(R) is contained in H(R), the hypercenter of R, where 
H(R)= (xER/f or each YE R there is a positive integer n such that 
xy” = y”x>. Clearly R has no nil ideals, so the result follows from [lo]. 
Fix an element b E A(R). If d E R is not C-integral, then by Lemma 4.1, 
there exists a positive integer n such that dP”b - bdP” = 0, where p is the 
characteristic of C. 
Suppose that e E R is C-integral and does not commute with b. Note that 
RK is a division ring where K is the quotient field of C, because R is a 
domain algebraic over C. So by Lemma 3.1, either A(R) = Z(R), or there 
exists a E C such that e E Ai(crR). Clearly, we may assume that the latter is 
true. Consider the ideal crR as a ring and choose an element de aR that is 
not C-integral. By Lemma 4.1, since b E A(R), we have hb - bh = 0, where 
h = dJ’” for some positive integer n. Now apply Lemma 4.1 to crR and 
aeE A,,(aR) to obtain hPm(ae) - (ae)h?=O for some positive integer m. 
Thus hd”e-ehPm= 0, and because hPm is not C-integral, hPm+e is also not 
C-integral. Therefore there exists an integer s such that (hd” + e)P” b = 
b(hP” + e)P”. It follows that eP’b = beP”. 
The above two paragraphs show that b EH(R). Since b is an arbitrary 
element of A(R), we have A(R) c H(R) = Z(R), thus proving the 
theorem. 1 
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5. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In this section, we produce examples uch that A(R) # Z(R) when R and 
C do not satisfy the conditions of Sections 3 and 4. In particular, the valua- 
tion argument of Lemma 4.1 fails to work in these examples. For example, 
suppose that C = Z and Q n R = Z[$]. The only valuation on C that has 
an element with negative valuation in Q n R is the 2-adic valuation V,. 
Suppose that V, extends uniquely to a valuation V on Q[b] for every 
b E R. Then it would be impossible to find a valuation that satisfied (1) and 
(2) of Lemma 4.1, and the arguments of Section 4 would not work. This is 
precisely the situation in the counterexamples of this section. 
Let Zc2) denote the localization of the ring of integers Z at the multi- 
plicative set Z\2Z. Let V, be the 2-adic valuation on Q. The following 
technical lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let x be integral over Z such that x satisfies the irreducible 
polynomial p(t) = t* + c(l t + c12 EZ[t]. Suppose that &(a,) =O. Then for 
each positive integer n, there exists a manic polynomial f,( t) E Z[ t] such that 
LW -“I 6 Q. 
ProoJ Let q=2” and w=xq-I. So w2+~Iq-1w-i-a2q-2=0. Define 
integers yj inductively as follows: 
y1=0, y2= -1, Yj’ -alYj-l-g2Yj-2 for j>3 
By the hypothesis of the lemma, V,(cl,) = 0. Hence, by [3], for each 
positive integer n, there exists an integer m such that yk+m = yk + 2”Z for 
all k>l. In particular, yrmtl=O+2”Z and yrmf2= -1+2”Z for any 
integer r 2 1. Since there are an infinite number of odd integers in the 
above sequence, we must have that ym is an odd integer. Hence 
Vd~~+J3n and V2(~,)=0. 
We are now ready to find fn(t). Since V2(ym+ 1) > n and V,(y,) = 0, 
there exist integers c, d, and h such that y,,, + 1 = 2”~ = qc and y,,*d= 
1 + 2”h = 1 -I- qh. We claim that 
fn(w)=w”+2+dcwm+1+chw=A= - ch-++$&Q. 
To show this, we find pi, . . . . pm E Q such that 
()= w2+5w+a’ 
( 4 cl2 >
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For 1 < i < m, let pi = -dcq-(‘-‘)y,- r - q-iyi. Let Pm = ch - 
dcq - (m-l)y,-l-qmym. Then B1=dc-a,q-‘. Also, for l<i<m, we have 
Yi 1 Yi Yi-2 = -dc-f-7--a,dcz-cr Yi- 1 Yi-2 
l 
-- - 
4 4 4 d 
a 
* 
&yi--a 
6’ 2 d 
= ~dc(Yi-l+aiYi-2+C(2Yi-3)~(Yi+alYi-l +a2Yi-2) 
4 
i-l 
qi 
=o 
by the definition of the yi. A similar calculation shows that /?, + 
Pm-14-1%+Brn-2q P2612 = ch. Also j?,qp2c12= -1. It follows that (5.1) 
holds for this choice of /3i, ,.., p, E Q, which proves the claim and hence the 
lemma. 1 
In the next proposition, we examine an algebra R over a commutative 
ring C with no C-integral ideals, such that A(R) # Z(R). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let 
R= 
a + pi A+yi 
-A+yi cc-pi II a, P, 1, YE w/21, 
where i2 = - 1 and C = Z. Then R is an algebra over C with no C-integral 
ideals, R is a noncommutative domain, and A(R) = R #Z(R). 
Proof It is easy to check that R is a noncommutative domain. If I is 
an ideal of R and x E I, then C[x] is a domain, and hence x2-” is not 
C-integral for large n. (See the proof of Theorem 3.4.) So R has no 
C-integral ideals. 
We use Lemma 5.1 to show that for each x E R, there exists a manic 
polynomial f,(t) E C[t] such that f,(x) E Q n C[x] c Z(R). It immediately 
follows that A(R) = R. If x is integral over C, or if x E Z(R), then clearly 
there exists a manic polynomial such that f,(t) E Z[t] and f,(x) E Q. So it 
is sufficient to find an appropriate f,( t) for each x E R not integral over C. 
Let x E R be an element not integral over C such that x $ Z(R). We may 
write x = (l/2”) w, where 
[ 
ci + pi A+yi 
w= 
-A+% a-@ 1 
such that w is integral over C but w/2 is not integral over C. Now w 
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satisfies the irreducible polynomial tZ - a, t -I- a*, where a1 = -201 and dZ = 
~1~ -t-/3’ -I- 1’ -t y2. Clearly, both cur and a2 are elements of C, so V,(a,) B 0 
and V,(a,) 20. Note that if V,(2a) = 0, then V,(a) = - 1, and since 
V,(a,)>O, it is easy to check that 1/2(a,)= V2(a2+/32+/22+~2) =O. 
Hence if V,(a,) r0, then V,(CX,) > 0. Since w/2 is not integral over C, we 
know that V,(a,) < 1. Suppose that I’,(@,) = 1. Consider u = ~‘22’. Then 
u* -t (cl: -2a,) 2-‘24 + az2-* = 0, and both (ai - 2x2)2-r and ~1~2~~ arein 
C. Furthermore, V2(ai2-‘) = 0. So either w or u satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 5.1. If IJ,(a,) = 0, apply Lemma 5.1 to find a manic polynomial 
f,(t) E C[t] such thatf,(x) =f,(w2-“) E Q. If V,(m,) = 1, apply Lemma 5.1 
to find a manic polynomial g(t) E C[t] such that 8(x2) = g((w2-n)2) = 
g(U222”+ “) E Q. In this case, set f,.. t) = g( t2). 
Hence for any element XE R, there exists a manic polynomial 
f.Jt) E C[t] such thatf,(x) E Q n C[x] c Z(R). It follows that A(R) = R # 
Z(R). I 
Remark 5.3. Note that for the above example, if we consider the 
algebra RK as an algebra over C, where K= Q is the quotient field of 
C = Z, then A(RK) = Z(RK) by Theorem 4.2. 
Remark 5.4. Consider the following algebras 
where p is a prime number such that p G 3(mod 4) and C= Z,[y] 
(2) R = ((a + PYI’ + lj + YYU) I E> P, 4 Y E Z,(z)Cu> y-l1 >, 
where i2 = i + ye2, j2 = z, ji = (i + 1) j: and C = 
G4zKYl. 
Using similar methods as in Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, one can 
show that in each of the above cases, R is an algebra over C with no 
C-integral ideals, R is a noncommutative domain, and A(R) = R # Z(R). 
Thus, it is possible to construct examples such that A(R) # Z(R), where 
C has zero characteristic or where C has finite characteristic. Notice that 
by Theorem 3.4, if C contains Q, an infinite field of characteristic zero, then 
A(R) = Z(R). Mowever, if C contains Z,(z), which is an infinite field of 
finite characteristic, then A(R) is not necessarily equal to Z(R). 
6. INTEGRALITY OVER SUBALGEBRAS 
Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C such that R has no 
C-integral ideals. Suppose that B is a subalgebra of R such that R is 
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C-integral over B. In the next few sections we make assumptions about B, 
and see what happens to R. In this section, we consider what happens 
when R is algebraic over C. .The results of this section are then applied 
throughout the rest of this paper. 
We are particularly interested in what happens when A(R) = Z(R) since 
most of the results of this chapter are no longer true when A(R) #Z(R). 
Thus we make assumptions on R and C to assure that A(R) = Z(R). 
The following is assumed throughout this section. Let R be a prime 
algebra over a commutative ring C such that R has no C-torsion and no 
C-integral ideals. Let K be the quotient field of C. Let B be a subalgebra 
of R such that R is C-integral over B and BKn R = B. 
For Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, assume that R is algebraic over C. 
We have the following lemma about zero divisors in R. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that B is a domain. If x E R is a zero divisor then 
x is integral over C. 
Proof Let x E R be a zero divisor, and assume that x is not integral 
over C. Let a,tn+cllt”-l+ ... + CI, _ k tk = p(t) E C(t) be a minimal (non- 
zero) polynomial such that p(x) = 0. Since x is not C-integral, we have x 
is also not nilpotent; hence k # II. So there is some polynomial q(t) E C[t] 
such that q(x) = ae where a E C and e is a nontrivial idempotent in RK. 
Choose a manic polynomial f(t) E C[ t] such that f(x) E B. Since x is not 
C-integral, we have that f(x) # 0 and f(x) is not integral over C. Since B 
is a domain, so is C[y] c B, where y =f(x). By the same argument as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.4, there exists a positive integer n such that ay” is 
not C-integral. Choose a manic polynomial g(t) E C[t] such that both 
g(ay”) and g(v”ae) are elements of B. Then gg(u”ae) = g(av”) ae E B. Now 
0 # g(cly”) E B, and B is a domain and is algebraic over C. So there is a 
t E B such that 0 # tg(ay”) = /? E C n B. Hence /?ae E B and /?a E B. So both 
pae and pcle - /?a are elements of B, but (bae)(bae - pa) = 0 which 
contradicts the assumption that B is a domain. Therefore x must be 
integral over C. 1 
The next lemma describes R when B is a domain. 
LEMMA 6.2. If A,(I) c Z(R) for all ideals 0 #I of R and B is a domain, 
then either R is commutative or R is a domain and R = B. 
ProoJ: Assume that R is not commutative. Suppose that r E R is a 
noncentral element such that both r and r + 1 are not zero divisors for 
some nonzero II E R n C. Since R is algebraic over C, there exist elements 
s and t of R such that rs = CI and (r + 2) t = /?, where a and p are nonzero 
elements of C. In other words, s = r-b and t = (r + A)-’ /I, where r-l and 
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(r + a)-’ are elements of RK. Now apR is an ideal of A. By assumption, 
A,(c$R) c Z(R). Since r # Z(R), we may choose x E R such that r does not 
commute with any g(c@x) where g(t) E C[ t] is a manic polynomial. Clearly 
c$x is not C-integral. Choose a manic polynomial f(t) E C[ t] such that 
f(@x), f($xs), and f((r $ J.)axt) are all elements of B. Now f(rj?xs) = 
f(r@xr-‘) = rf(aflx)r-‘, and f((r+A)axt)=f((r+A)a~x(r+IZ)-l)= 
(r + A)f(c$x)(r + A)-‘. Set b =f(c@x), b, = rbr-‘, and b, = (r f A) 
b(r+ A)-‘, where b, bl, and b, are elements of B. So rb = b,r and 
(r + A)b = b,(r + A). Thus Ab = lb, + (b2 - b,)r. If b2 = b,, then b = b, and 
rb = br. But b =f(c$x), and r does not commute with any manic polyno- 
mial of C&Y. So b2 - 6, # 0. Since B is a domain and is algebraic over C, 
there exists a polynomial hi C[t] such that (b2- b,)[h(b,-b,)] = 
y #O, where YE C. Note that b,--bl E B implies that h(b,- b,)EB. So 
yr = [h(b, - b,)] A(b - b2) E B. Since BKn R = B, we have that r E 8. 
Now since B is a domain algebraic over C, we have 0 ZB n Cc R n C. 
Let /z E R n C such that /z # 0. Let r be a noncentral element of R. If R is 
a domain, then both r and r + A are not zero divisors. So B contains all 
noncentral elements r E R. If z E Z(R) and r 4 Z(R), then both r f z and Y 
are elements of B. Hence z E B and Z(R) c B, Therefore when R is a 
domain, we have that R = B. 
Assume that R is not a domain. Let ;1 E R n C such that ,X # 0. Let x E R 
be a noncentral element that is not integral over C. (Note that if Z(R) 
contains all the non-C-integral elements, then R = Z(R).) Now x +- 2 is also 
not integral over C. By Lemma 6.1, x and x c i are not zero divisors. 
Hence XE B. Let D be the subalgebra of R generated by the set 
((l+t)x(l+t)-‘j&R and t2=0}. Note that (l+t)x(l~t))~ and 
(1 + t)(x+ A)(1 + t)-’ are not central and not zero divisors. Thus 
(14t)x(l+t)-“E:BforeachtERsuchthat t2=OandDcB.SinceRis 
algebraic over C and not a domain, R contains nonnilpotent zero divisors. 
So RK contains a nontrivial idempotent. Applying Theorem 1.1 to D, we 
have D c Z(R) or D 3 J# 0, where J is an ideal of R, But x q! Z(R), so 
D rt Z(R). Therefore, because D c B, we know that B contains a nonzero 
ideal J of R. 
Now B is a domain and is algebraic over C. So J is a domain algebraic 
over C. Thus J n C # 0. Hence aR c J for some nonzero element a of 6. 
But BKnR=B, and (aR)K=RK. So RcBKnR=B and R=B. This 
contradicts the assumption that R is not a domain Therefore, if R is not 
commutative, then R is a domain and R = B. 8 
Remark 6.3. Note that in Lemma 6.2, we assume that AR(I) c Z(R) for 
all ideals 0 #Z of R. This is needed to prove the lemma, and certainly 
implies that A(R) = Z(R). The author has been unable to show in the 
general case that the converse is true; namely that A(R) = Z(R) implies 
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that A,(Z) =Z,(Z) for all nonzero ideals Z of R. However, the rings 
discussed in Sections 3 and 4 each satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6.2. If 
C 1 Q, then by Theorem 3.4, A,(Z) = Z(Z) for each nonzero ideal Z of R. 
Since R is prime, AR(Z) c Z(R) for each nonzero ideal Z of R. Similarly, let 
T be either Z or the polynomial ring F[t] where F is a field. Let S be the 
quotient field of T and 0 # a E S. Then Cc T[a] and SR c R implies that 
A,(Z) = Z(Z) and thus AR(Z) c Z(R) for each nonzero ideal of R. 
7. DERIVATIONS AND AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let R be a prime algebra over a commutative ring C with no C-torsion 
such that R has no C-integral ideals. Assume that AR(Z) c Z(R) for every 
nonzero ideal Z of R. (We need this assumption in order to apply 
Lemma 6.2. See Remark 6.3.) Let d# 0 be a derivation of R such that 
d(a) =0 for all CIE C. Let B= {XE Rjd(x)=O}, and assume that R is 
C-integral over B. 
In [l], Bergen and Herstein show that if C is a field, then R is a 
commutative integral domain of characteristic p #O. Here we prove the 
analogous result for algebras R over a commutative ring C. 
We have the following. 
LEMMA 7.1. Zf R is a domain algebraic over C, then R is a commutative 
integral domain of characteristic p # 0. 
ProojY Note that BKn R = B because d(a) = 0 for all a E C. By 
Lemma 6.1, R = B or R is commutative. Since d # 0, it follows that R #B 
and R is a commutative integral domain. 
Assume that R has characteristic zero. Let XE R, and let f(t) = 
a,tn+cr,tn+‘+ ... + CI, E C[ t] be a nonzero polynomial of minimal degree 
such that f(x) = 0. Let f’(t) denote the derivative of f(t). So 0 = d(a,) = 
d(q,xn + ... +a,-l~)=f’(~) d(x). S ince R has characteristic zero, and 
f(t) is not an element of C, it follows that f’(t) $0. Since f’(t) has lower 
degree than f(t), we have f’(x) # 0. Now R is a domain algebraic over C, 
so there exists an element y E R such that yf’(x) = c( # 0, where a E C. Then 
0 = yf’(x) d(x) = crd(x) = d(x). Since x was chosen arbitrarily, d(x) = 0 for 
all x E R. But d # 0, so R must have a positive characteristic p. 1 
The next lemma determines d(s) for s2 = 0. 
LEMMA 7.2. Zf Z( R) # Z,, and s is an element of R such that s2 = 0, then 
d(s) = 0. 
Proof: The proofs for [l, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.21 also work here. 1 
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We now complete the case when R is algebraic over C. 
LEMMA 7.3. If Z(R) # Z,, and R has an ideal algebraic over C, then 
is a domain. 
ProoJ: Assume R is not a domain. We obtain a contradiction. Let 1 
be an ideal of R that is algebraic over C. Let s be an element of R such 
that s* = 0. By Lemma 7.2, d(s) = 0. So s E B. Let D be the subalgebra 
of R generated by all elements SE R such that .s2 =O. By the previous 
argument, d(u) =0 for UE D; hence D c B. Now if y2 =0 and s2 = 0, 
then ((l+y)s(l-y))‘=O. So (l+y)D(l-y)cD. Since I is an ideal 
algebraic over C, we know that RK contains a nontrivial idempotent. So 
we may apply Theorem 1.1 to D to get that D c Z(R) or D contains a non- 
zero ideal J of R. But R is prime; hence Z(R) is a domain. Since D contains 
zero divisors, D 6 Z(R). So D =) J # 0. Because D c B, we have B 3 J # 0, 
So d(x) = 0 for all x E J. Since R is prime, it follows that d(r) = 0 for all 
Y E R. But by hypothesis, d # 0. Therefore R must be a domain. 1 
We are now ready to prove: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let R be a prime algebra over a commutative ring C such 
that R has no C-torsion and no C-integral ideals. Suppose that A,(I) c Z(R) 
for every nonzero ideal I of R. Let d # 0 be a derivation of R such that 
d(a) = 0 for u E C. Let B = {x E RI d(x) = 01. If R is C-integral over B, then 
R is a commutative integral domain of characteristic p # 0. 
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of C. If RK has no ideals algebraic 
over C, then the result follows from [l, Theorem 5.41. If Z(R) = Z,, then 
since Cc Z(R) = Z,, we must have C = Z,. Hence C is a field, and tbe 
result follows from [ 11. So we may assume that Z(R) f Z, and R contains 
a nonzero ideal I algebraic over C. By Lemma 7.3, R must be a domain 
Therefore I has no zero divisors. Since I is algebraic over C, it follows that 
IK = RK. So R is a domain algebraic over C. By Lemma 7.1, R is a 
commutative integral domain of characteristic p # 0. 
We prove the following similar result for automorphisms of R. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let R be a prime algebra over a commutative ring C such 
that R has no C-torsion and contains no C-integral ideals. Suppose that 
A,(I) c Z(R) for every nonzero ideal I of R. Let x # 1 be an algebru 
automorphism of R over C. Let T= {x E RI x(x) =x>. If R is C-integral over 
T, then R is a commutative integral domain. 
Proof. Bergen and Werstein [l, Theorem 5.61 prove this when C is a 
field. If RK contains no ideals algebraic over C, we may consider RK as a 
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prime algebra over K containing no K-algebraic ideals. The result then 
follows from [l, Theorem 5.61. So we may assume that R contains a non- 
zero ideal Z algebraic over C. 
Assume that R is not a domain. We obtain a contradiction. Since R is 
not a domain, R contains nonzero nilpotent elements. Let t be an element 
of R such that t* =O. By the same argument as in the proof of Cl, 
Theorem 5.61, we have that X(t) = 1. Therefore t E T for each t E R such 
that t2=0. 
Let D be the subalgebra of R generated by all the elements in R of 
square zero. Then (1 + t) D( 1 - t) c D for each t E R such that t* = 0. Since 
R is not a domain, and Z is algebraic over C, by the same argument as in 
Lemma 2.2, we know that RK contains a nontrivial idempotent. Thus we 
may apply Theorem 1.1 to D. So D c Z(R) or D 3 J # 0 where .Z is an ideal 
of R. But Z(R) is a domain because R is prime. Hence D d Z(R) and 
D 3 J# 0. By the previous paragraph, D c T so TX J# 0. Thus x(x) = x 
for each XE J. Since R is prime, it follows that x = 1, a contradiction. 
Therefore R is a domain. 
Now Z is an ideal of R algebraic over C. Since Z contains no zero 
divisors, ZK = RK. Thus R is algebraic over C. Clearly TKn R = T. So by 
Lemma 6.2, R = T or R is commutative. Since x # 1, we know that R # T. 
Therefore R is a commutative integral domain. 1 
Remark 7.6. If R and C satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 7.5, and if C 
is a field, then by [ 1, Theorem 5.61, R has characteristic p # 0. Consider 
the following example. 
R={[“n C]la,~ez[f]} and C=Z. 
Let x be the automorphism defined by 
Then 
T= (x~Rj~(x)=x}= 
{[; #=z[ g 
Using the proof of Proposition 5.2, we can show that R is C-integral over 
T. Note that R and T satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7.5. Also R is a 
commutative integral domain, but R has characteristic zero. 
Remark 7.7. The assumption that A,(Z) = Z(R) for every ideal Z of R 
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is necessary for both Theorem 7.4 and Theorem 7.5. Consider the algebra 
of Proposition 5.2. 
R= 
{l 
a+pi A-t-yi 
-i+yi a-pi > 
where i2 = - 1 and C= Z. If d is the inner derivation of R defined by 
C -‘: iI then 
B= {xERld(x)=O)= {[“n #+z[f]. 
If x is the inner automorphism defined by [-y A], then T== 
{xERIx(x)=x)=B. N ow Z(R) c T= B and R is C-integral over Z(R) 
(by Proposition 5.2), but R is not commutative. 
8. INTEGRALITY 0vER SUBO~MAJ~-~ 
Let R be an algebra over a field K containing no K-algebraic ideals. If 
B is a subalgebra of R such that B is a division ring and R is algebraic over 
B then by [ 1, Theorem 6.41, R is a field. We prove an analogous result for 
algebras over a commutative integral domain. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let R be an algebra over a commutative integral domain 
C, such that R has no C-torsion and contains no C-integral ideals. Suppose 
that A,(I) c Z(R) for every nonzero ideal I of R. Let K be the quotient field 
of C. Let B be a proper subalgebra of R such that B is a domain, BK is a 
division ring, and BK # RK. If R is C-integral over B, then RK is a field. 
Proof: Suppose that RK contains no ideals algebraic over C, and hence 
over K. Then BK is a subdivision ring of RK and RK is K-algebraic over 
BK. By [l], RK is a field. So, without loss of generality, RK, and hence R, 
contain nonzero ideals algebraic over C. 
Let Jc R be a nonzero ideal algebraic over C. Clearly CJ is also 
algebraic over C, so without loss of generality, we have that CJcf. Now 
J is C-integral over J n B. If J n B = 0, then J is integral over C. But R has 
no C-integral ideals. Therefore Jn B # 0. It follows that J contains a 
nonzero element y E J n B which is algebraic over C but not a. zero divisor. 
Hence J n C # 0. So j3R c J for some 0 # /3 E C. Since J is algebraic over C, 
we must have R algebraic over C. We may assume BK n R = B, otherwise 
replace B by BK n R, and the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1 still hold. 
Lemma ‘6.2, R = B or R is commutative. By assumption, BK # RK; hence R 
must be commutative. 
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Let I be a nonzero ideal of R. Now Z is algebraic over C, because R is 
algebraic over C. Using the argument above, we have that In C # 0. Since 
C is a domain, it follows that IH # 0 for any two ideals I# 0 and H # 0 of 
R. Hence R is a prime commutative ring. Therefore R is a commutative 
integral domain. 
Hence if R is algebraic over C, then R is a commutative integral domain 
and RK is a field. This proves the theorem. 1 
Remark 8.2. The assumption that AR(I) c Z(R) is necessary. To see 
this, let R be the example of Proposition 5.2, and let B = C. Then BK is a 
division ring, R contains no C-integral ideals, and R is C-integral over B. 
However R is not commutative. 
9. A COMMUTATIVITY THEOREM REVISITED 
Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C containing no C-integral 
ideals. Suppose that given any elements a and b of R, there exist non- 
constant manic polynomials f+ E C[t] and g, b E C[t] such that 
f,,b(a) gJb) = g,,(b) &(a). If C is a field, then Bergen and Herstein Cl, 
Theorem 3.61 have shown that R is commutative. Here we show that if 
CX Q, or if C and R satisfy the conditions of Section 4, then R is 
commutative. 
Using the same argument as in Section 2, we may reduce to the case 
where R is a prime ring, C is a domain, R has no C-torsion, and there is 
a non-C-integral element XE R such that for any ideal I of R there exists 
a manic polynomial p,(t) E C[t] such that pi(x) E I. 
The following two lemmas show that zero divisors must be integral 
over C. 
LEMMA 9.1. If a and b are elements of R such that ab = 0, then there is 
a manic polynomial f (t) E C[ t] such that f (b)a = 0. 
ProoJ The argument here is the same as in [l, Lemma 3.41, only here 
we consider manic polynomials. 1 
LEMMA 9.2. All zero divisors in R are integral over C. 
Prooj The argument is essentially the same as the proof of [l, 
Lemma 3.51, where here we use manic polynomials. m 
Next, we consider what happens when R contains an ideal algebraic 
over C. 
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LEMMA 9.3. Suppose that R contains a nonzero ideal algebraic over C. 
Then RK is simple and algebraic over C. 
Prooj Let Ic R be a nonzero ideal algebraic over C. If IKf RK, then, 
since IK is algebraic over C, all the elements of IK must be zero divisors. 
Thus I is an ideal of R consisting entirely of zero divisors. By Lemma 9.2, 
I is integral over C. But R contains no C-integral ideals. Therefore 
IK = RK. It follows that RK is algebraic over C. Furthermore, by the above 
argument, if J is any ideal of RK, then RK = (Jn R) K c J, Hence RK is 
simple. 1 
We now consider the case when R is a domain. 
LEMMA 9.4. If A,(I) c Z(R) for each nonzero ideal I of R, and R is a 
domain, then R is commutative. 
ProoJ By [ 1, Lemma 3.31, we may assume that R contains a nonzero 
ideal algebraic over C. By Lemma 9.3, R is a domain algebraic over C. Let 
r E R be a non-C-integral element. Recall that C,(y) = {s E R 1 sy = ys}. Let 
B, = l.J C,(f(r)) where the union is taken over all manic polynomials 
f(t)c C[t]. Note that B, is a subalgebra of R and B,Kn R= B,. By 
hypothesis on R, we have that R is C-integral over B,. By Lemma 6.2, 
R = B, or R is commutative. Since the latter is the desired result, we may 
assume that R = B, for each non-C-integral element Y E R. Now if u E R, 
and y is C-integral, then up(y) = p(y)u, where p(t) E C[t] is a manic 
polynomial such that p(y) = 0. If r is not C-integral, then, since R = B,, 
there is a manic polynomial f(t) E C[ t] such that uf (r) = f (r)u. Therefore 
u E A(R) and R = A(R) = Z(R). Thus R is commutative. 1 
The next two lemmas discuss the case when R is not a domain. 
LEMMA 9.5. Let a be a nonzero element of R such that a2 = W, where 
CI E C, a # ~1, and CY # 0. Then a does not commute with any non-C-integral 
element in the ideal aR of R. Furthermore, if R is algebraic over C, and Z(R) 
is not integral over C, then R must be a domain. 
Proof. Suppose that a is a nonzero element of R and a is a nonzero 
element of C such that a2 = aa and a # CX. Let y be an element of R such 
that oly is not integral over C. Suppose that ay =ya. Now a is a zero 
divisor; hence ya = 0 or ya is a zero divisor. Since cly is not C-integral: y 
is also not C-integral. By Lemma 9.2, zero divisors are C-integral, so we 
must have that ya # 0. Let p(t) E C[ t] be a manic polynomial such that 
p(ya) =O. Then 0 = olp( ya) =p(rxy)a. Now p(~y) is not integral over C 
since oly is not C-integral and p is manic. By Lemma 9.2, p(~y) is not a zero 
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divisor. Hence a = 0, contradicting the choice of a. So a does not commute 
with any non-C-integral element of aR. 
If R is algebraic over C and R is not a domain, then R contains a non- 
zero element a such that a2 = MU, where a is a nonzero element of C, and 
a # a. Suppose that i is a non-C-integral element of Z(R). Then clA” E aR 
is not C-integral for IZ large enough (see the proof of Theorem 3.4). Since 
aA” E Z(R), we have that aA” and a commute. By the above, this cannot 
happen. Thus if R is algebraic over C, and Z(R) is not integral over C, 
then R must be a domain. 1 
The next lemma considers the situation when C contains a copy of the 
rational numbers. 
LEMMA 9.6. If CI Q and R is algebraic over C, then R is commutative. 
ProoJ: Let r be a non-C-integral element of R. Let B,= U C,(f(r)) 
where the union runs over all manic polynomials f(t) E C[t]. By 
Lemma 9.5, B, does not contain any nonzero elements a such that a2 = au, 
where a # 01 and 0 # CI E C. If x E B, is a zero divisor, by Lemma 9.2, x is 
integral over C. It follows that each zero divisor in B, must be nilpotent. 
Let s E B, such that s2 = 0. Let v E R be a non-C-integral element. Let g(t) 
and h(t) be manic polynomials in C[t] such that sg(r) = g(r)s and 
h(v) g(r) = g(r) h(v). Set y =g(r). Let p(t) and q(t) be (nonconstant) manic 
polynomials in C[t] such that p(v +s) and q(h(v)) commute. Now 
p( y + s) = p(y) + p’( v)s, where p’(t) is the derivative of p(t). Since C =) Q, 
there is a positive integer n such that (l/n) p’(t) = m(t) E C[t], where m(t) 
is a manic polynomial. Both p(y + s) and p(y) commute with q(h(v)), so 
p’(u)s commutes with q(h(v)). Hence m(y)s commutes with q(h(v)). Now 
m(y) is not C-integral because y is not C-integral and m is not manic. 
Thus, by Lemma 9.2, m(y) is not a zero divisor. Therefore s commutes with 
q(h(v)). So for any non-C-integral element v E R, there exists a manic 
polynomial k(t) E C[t] such that k(v)s = k(v). It follows that SE A(R) = 
Z(R). But R is prime and s2 = 0, hence s = 0. 
Therefore B, contains no zero divisors and is a domain. Recall that B, 
is a subalgebra of R such that B,Kn R = B,, and R is C-integral over B,. 
By Lemma 6.2, R = B, or R is commutative. If R = B, for every r not 
integral over C, then R = A(R) = Z(R). Therefore R is commutative. 1 
Let T= Z, the integers, or F[t], the polynomial ring over the field F. Let 
S be the quotient field of T, and let a be a nonzero element of S. 
We are now ready to prove: 
THEOREM 9.7. Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring C containing 
no C-integral ideals. Suppose that given any elements a and b in R, there 
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exist nonconstant manic polynomials f&t) and g&t) in C[t] such that 
L(a) s,,b(b)=ga,b(b)fa,b(a). IfR and C sati&Y either 
(i) C=,Q, OY 
(ii) Cc T[cl] and SR c S, 
then R is commutative. 
Proof. We can reduce to the case where R is prime, has no C-torsion, 
and there is a non-C-integral element u such that for each nonzero ideal 1, 
there is a monk polynomial PI(t) E C[t] such that p[(u) EI. Note that 
when we replace C by its image C in the centroid of R, then C still satisfies 
condition (i) or (ii). By Theorems 3.4 and 4.2, AR(I) c Z(R) for each 
nonzero ideal I of R. If RK contains no ideals algebraic over C, then the 
result follows from [ 1, Theorem 3.61. So we may assume that R contains 
an ideal algebraic over K. By Lemma 9.3, RK is simple and algebraic 
over C. By Lemma 9.4 and Lemma 9.6, if CZ Q, then R is commutative. 
Suppose that R and C satisfy (ii). If C= A’, then C is a field and the 
result follows from [l, Theorem 3.61. So we may assume that Cc S. 
Since SR c R, we have that Z(R) is not C-integral. So by Lemma 9.5, 
R is a domain. Hence R is commutative by Lemma 9.4. This proves the 
theorem. s 
Remark 9.8. We need some condition such that A,(I) = Z(R) for each 
ideal I of R. Note that the example of Proposition 5.2 satisfies the condi- 
tions of Theorem 9.7, other than (i) and (ii) and R is not commutative. 
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